All members of a team were expected to contribute equally to the project over the course of the semester, and by default each team member will receive the same project grade. However, if there are problems, the instructor reserves the right to adjust individual project grades accordingly. To help ensure that team members take individual responsibility for the project, each team should have assigned a project leader to each phase of the project except the proposal phase. Project leaders were expected to take the overall responsibility for a phase (by leading meetings, organizing the rest of the team, ensuring that work gets done on time, etc.). However, all team members were expected to contribute to each phase.

These evaluations will be used to assign the 5 project leadership points. If you lead twice then the first phase you lead will be worth 2 points and the second will be worth the other 3 points.

Please fill out this entire form. For the "numeric evaluation" questions, circle the number that most closely matches your opinion of the group leader. 1 represents extremely poor performance, 4 represents average performance, and 7 represents extremely good performance.

Your name: ____________________

Phase II (literature survey):

Group leader: _______________________________________

Numeric evaluation of leader:   1      2       3        4        5        6        7

Comments on leader:

Phase III (implementation):

Group leader: _______________________________________

Numeric evaluation of leader:   1      2       3        4        5        6        7

Comments on leader:
Phase IV (informal evaluation):

Group leader: __________________________________

Numeric evaluation of leader:   1      2       3        4        5        6        7

Comments on leader:

Phase V (formal evaluation):

Group leader: _______________________________________

Numeric evaluation of leader:   1      2  3        4        5        6        7

Comments on leader:

Any other comments on group-related issues from your project should be written below: